
Vertical Drop / Horizontal Drive / Linear Finish 
 
 

 
 

 
A. Hip Load / leg lift control / post leg flexed but not bent / never take  

       energy down then out / start tall, stay tall / head up and quiet / lift leg  
       heel to the plate / weight slightly inside of post leg / back shoulder over back knee 
 

B. Strong elbow, set-up on receiver / equal separation – not long or short /  
       glove side establishes a compass for the backside travel / front shoulder  
       closed 
 

C. Lower half – post leg drive out / long stride to flat foot – closed toe /  
       store maximum energy in back hip before front foot strike / post leg knee  
       extension / back foot down and engaged in drive out (next frame – laces down)  
 

D. Shoulder and hip separation / external rotation in the pitching arm /   
       head centered on chest / back foot – laces down / optimum front leg  
       extension 
 

E. Clean and controlled glove tuck and elbow down / glove side shoulder  
       tilt for back side stability / shoulders tilted for proper ball flight angle /  
       chest leading the back-side shoulder to knee / head up or slightly titled  
       / forward trunk tilt  
 

F. Front leg extension / glove and elbow complete pull through / strike foot    
       pivot to the plate  
 

G. Head and chest beyond strike foot knee / head to the plate / back side  
       of throwing shoulder pointed to the receiver / leg kick indicates  
       explosive motion to completion   

     
 



 
 
 Example 1                                                                       Example 2                                                    

        
   (Mariano Rivera – more traditional load and drive)                        (Tim Lincecum – extreme load and drive)  
 
 

About every 4-5 years, there’s a new MLB MVP that uses a slightly unorthodox style 
that every young pitcher thinks they need to duplicate. No one would teach Tim 
Lipscomb’s blind side load. No one would teach Clayton Kershaw’s drop and drive, 
even Kershaw admits he wouldn’t advise a young pitcher to load as he does. Lipscomb 
was a special athlete that could control tremendous motion to the plate consistently with 
great balance and without throwing across his body. Kershaw in HS had legs like tree 
trunks allowing him to take energy down then move out. Most average pitchers would 
get momentum stalled out behind the stride foot and never finish up and over. In other 
words, they each have special timing and load mechanisms that obviously effect the 
timing of a hitter and have mastered the control of momentum.  
 
That said, if you study most successful pitchers, you’ll find that basic elements and 
mechanics still exist throughout their motions to the plate. 
 
A common misunderstanding is if you teach velocity load movement, then you’re lacking 
focus on the absolute objective – location and control. Not So. If you learn the proper 
mechanics to controlling greater momentum down the hill, that will translate to better 
control and better ball movement. Instead of balance and timing issues, a more 
aggressive motion doesn’t allow for extra movement and time which become obstacles 
for repeating separation, stride and finish with precise timing. By getting down the hill in 
a more athletic motion, the elements effected by timing are more likely to become 
consistent, smooth and repeatable. Basically – dumb down the process with limited 
movement but apply movement more directly to the receiver.      
 
Staying with the theme of dumb it down, pitchers typically over think their secondary 
pitches. Approach every pitch like the catcher just asked for a fastball. At some point a 
pitcher has got to completely trust this fact – allow the grip and wrist to take care of 
movement, not the arm, not your mind. Rely on the same upper body mechanics each 
and every time. There are other ways to slow the hip rotation down from engaging full 
force momentum. Never change your approach to the receiver.  
    


